
The world is full of words,

we will help you
find the right ones.



ABOUT US

Locations:
Poland, Romania,
Czech & Russia
Established:
On 2004

Ensuring the quality of the translation.

Specialization:

EXPERIENCE
Fields of expertise:

In-House reviewers:
Ensuring the accuracy of the target text.
In-Country, native translators:

Ensuring the highest DTP quality.
In-House professional DTP team:

Eastern European
languages translation
& DTP services

IT Healthcare Automotive Engineering

Telecom Media Energy Electronics



LANGUAGES

The key to EuroLingo’s success is the value we place on our team members; they are 
our most valuable asset. It is due to their skills, knowledge, and business acumen that 
we confidently guarantee the quality of all our finished products.

We have developed a careful staff-selection process to be certain that all our team 
members are up to our quality standards.

Our diversified in-house teams are a fine balance of handpicked professionals, and 
include Business Analysts, Team Leaders, Project Managers, Multimedia Designers, 
Software Engineers, Translators, Quality Assurance Engineers, and others.

All our teams work closely together with their work being coordinated by a project 
manager. They combine their solution-based technical expertise with their solid project 
management skills to produce the highest quality products within the tightest deadlines. 
They maintain a cooperative workplace atmosphere even under pressure through 
their proficient communication skills, and they always rise to meet new challenges.

OUR TEAM

English, German, CEE languages

Russian, Turkish, Czech,
Hungarian, Polish,
Romanian, Slovakian

Belarusian, Bulgarian,
Georgian, Greek,
Macedonian, Moldavian,
Portuguese, Serbian, Spanish,
Ukrainian, Bosnian, Croatian,
Slovenian, Estonian, Latvian,
Lithuanian, Albanian,
German, Italian, Dutch,
French, Danish, Finnish,
Norwegian, Swedish

Arabic, Farsi, Kazakh, Azeri,
Uzbek, Armenian…

 key Languages Other Supported Languages

From & Into



SERVICES
Translation
A major component of any localization project is the translation; if the translation is 
accurate, meaningful, and well written this is the primary key to the acceptance of 
a document or product in a new market. For this reason we at EuroLingo spare no 
effort to ensure that our translations are of the highest standard.

Our full-time certified in-house translators are among the best in the business. They are 
all native-speakers, handpicked for their well-tested professionalism in providing quality 
translations. In addition to their basic translation skills, they have also specialized in the 
language and terminology of specific fields, such as automotive, legal, software, 
hardware, e-Learning, telecom, military, etc. and they work in their specialist teams
under a group leader.

Translators at Eurolingo are supported by the company through regular and extensive 
training programs and having access to the latest translation and localization tools 
on the market.

Translation Editing/Review Proofreading

TM Creation Terminology Management Alignment

Quality Assessment Transcription MTPE

Software Localization Website LocalizationMobile Localization Gaming Localization



Desktop Publishing

Translation Process

Another vital element towards the acceptance of a product or document in a new market 
is its visual appeal, and this is where the importance of the third major component of our 
localization team comes in, our multitalented desktop publishing (DTP) experts. They are all 
fully trained in the use of a comprehensive range of graphics tools and are able to select 
the most suitable colors, fonts, bullets, images, etc. according to the suitability and needs 
of individual markets.

EuroLingo's DTP professionals format documents on both Mackintosh and PC and 
concentrate on the page formatting and layout, DTP quality assurance checking, DTP 
tiding-up, graphics localization, document conversion, postscript production, bitmap 
editing, and HTML generation in any document they work on.

Typesetting/Layout Graphics Editing Content Tagging
Data Conversion Xml Publishing Content Management

Client

Request For Quotation

If Needed

LSO by an SME
(Native subject matter expert)

Account Manager

TranslationEditing

Proofreading

Project Manager

Translation CoordinatorDesktop Publishing

Request For Analysis



Localization Engineering
Eurolingo's localization engineering experts are second to none, and they are the 
second major component of our localization team. Our engineers have all been 
carefully selected for their extensive in-depth knowledge and wide experience in 
the localization field. Due to this, they are highly skilled at choosing the best technical 
solutions from the many different operating systems, utilities, translation tools, 
development environments, and localization models on the market to meet our 
client's objectives in the most cost effective and efficient way. They can also ensure 
a smooth transition for the final product to its new environment, even within the 
tightest budget.

Software Localization
Software Testing & More...

e-Learning Localization Conversion

Linguistic Testing
Acceptance Testing Delivery Testing & More...

Functionality Testing Regression Testing

Testing
Before EuroLingo delivers any product 
to our clients, it has to pass through our 
stringent performance testing phase. 
This is the stage in our localization 
process that gives us the confidence 
to guarantee that any newly localized 
product will function smoothly in the 
new location. All possible aspects of 
the product are tested using the latest 
market compatible techniques and 
technologies.

Below are some of the product-related 
tests that EuroLingo could perform:



TOOLS

SDL Trados Studio IBM Translation Manager SDL Trados SDLX
Passolo TRANSIT & TermStar Microsoft LocStudio POEdit
Microsoft Helium Idiom Translation Workspace Across
CATALYST Google Translator Toolkit (GTT) Wordfast Pro TMS

Translation

InDesign FrameMaker QuarkXPress PageMaker
MS Word MS Power point MS VisioCorel Ventura 10
Interleaf QuickSilver MS Publisher PitStop AutoCAD
OpenOffice Adobe Acrobat Illustrator Photoshop
Macromedia Freehand Corel Draw & More...

Desktop Publishing

After Effects Final Cut Captivate StoryLine

Sony Sound Forge Dreamweaver Articulate RoboHelp

MS WinHelp Workshop HelpQA HtmlQA WebWorks

MS HTMLHelp Workshop Abbyy FineReader Solid Converter PD & More...

Engineering



WHY US
Project Management

In-House reviewers:

The success of any team stands or falls on its management. That is why at EuroLingo 
we invest so much time and effort in the selection of our Project Managers and in the 
training and support we offer them. To guarantee successful project outcomes.

When a new client approaches us for a localization project, we assign them a personal 
Project Manager (PM) who will be their key contact person throughout the whole 
project. He will be available to answer any of their questions and fulfill any project 
requests. It is the PM’s responsibility to work closely with the client to elicit their exact
requirements for the localization project. They allocate the best team members to meet
all requirements. Build project plan, including deadlines and milestones; to coordinate
the project through all its phases; and finally to schedule the delivery of the completed
project. The PM’s agenda is the customer’s milestones, his concern is the timely 
execution of the project which meets the customer's quality expectations, and his
performance is assessed by the level of customer satisfaction.

Ensuring the quality of the translation.

In-Country, native translators:
Ensuring the accuracy of the target text.

Healthcare Media Software Automotive

Energy Telecom Military & Others...

Carefully selected, contracted linguists

Subject matter experts



CLIENT

Account Manager Project Manager

CV scanning

Sales Manager

Vendor Managers

TestersEngineersDesigners

Reviewers EditorsTranslators

Resource Quality Management

Quality Control
Every step of the EuroLingo process, and 
every product that our teams produce, 
are governed by the cornerstone of our 
business, the highest standards of quality 
assurance. This is why EuroLingo has 
confidence in the guarantee of customer 
satisfaction we give with every document 
and every project we localize.

Our quality assurance engineers use a wide 
range of testing and quality assurance tools 
in order to ensure the functionality, usability 
and cultural suitability of our localized 
products.

Short list Selection

Technical interview

Yes

YesYes

Match
criteria?

Match
criteria?

IQ/Presonality
testing

Un/supervised
technical testing

Match
criteria?



Romania

CONTACT US

Rezkova 25b, 60200 Brno
+420 608 22 33 44

Czech Republic Romania
23 Bega Street, 307160  imisoara
+407 401 92 557

The world is full of words,
We will help you find the right ones.

27a Krótka Street 42-200  Czestochowa
+48 34 322 00 08

Poland

info@euro-lingo.com
www.euro-lingo.com


